Red Plot Unearthed; Joe Alive at College

By Issa Popof

A perfectly planned and partially executed Communist plot was unearthed yesterday in the registrar’s office, Uptown, to falsify the high school records of “red” sympathizers, allowing them to infiltrate the College.

In an exclusive interview with THE TICKER’s Russian correspondent, Stalin, who has shaved his mustache and taken an alias of Herman Silver, unwittingly confessed, revealing that the plot was an attempt to retain his present position by lying before the Senate internal security committee.

“When the committee asked the $64 question,” he said, “I invoked as defense the 14th amendment of the Constitution, which states, ‘O, say, can you hear yon warrior throng battle’s chorus?’ Of course,” he added, “they admitted to this reporter, in my case, it’s not at all true.”

Upon receiving the transcript the College President Fuell (J. Al), constitution... “I refuse to answer...”, he said.

Student Council Positive On Wasserman Test Result

Student Council is now positive that President Burp Wasserman’s survey of student apathy at the College is producing important results.

“The students have left it in the hands of brother Harry Gruber, and he is doing a bang-up job,” Wasserman told the attentive representatives. He indicated that Harry will keep working on the project.

“Blood is thicker than water, you know,” he said.

Some results have already been released. In answer to the query, “Why did you come to City College?” 80 percent of the student body stated that they heard that there were five girls to every man, while 20 percent of the student body claimed that they heard that there were five girls for every female.

Another question on the list asked, “How much time do you spend listening to the radio while you’re studying?” Seven percent answered never; 45 percent listened to the radio while studying; 7 percent admitted that they never listen to the radio while studying; 86 percent said, “I watch television.”

Student Council Positive On Wasserman Test Result

In an effort to remove the girls’ service organization from the College campus, APO is gathering its forces for an all-out drive to “Lick a Lolly to Lick a Boosters/*

“Lackadaisical** McCarpfiah’s charges that we are infested with Nazis have been under lock and key in Albany. The Indian Lobby in Albany, To. Still, that Manhattan Land is Returned to Its Rightful Owners stated that they would contest the will on the grounds that one of the deeds given in payment for the deed to the Island was a genuine imitation.

Governor Sogg, being a diplomat, kept his ears to the ground. He was extremely lazy on why the world was on the "winkle" and "Illiterate Indians" were used, and until Governor Tom Sogg explained the situation, in hand...

The American Indian Lobby in Albany, To. To see that Manhattan Land is Returned to Its Rightful Owners stated that they would contest the will on the grounds that one of the deeds given in payment for the deed to the Island was a genuine imitation.
By Saturday night the fall rains had ended and the weather was clear and cool. The sky was filled with millions of stars and the air was fresh and invigorating. I decided to take a long walk through the city. The streets were quiet and peaceful, and the only sound was the soft rustling of leaves under my feet.

As I walked, I noticed a beautiful young woman sitting on a bench in a park. She was reading a book and seemed very content. I approached her and asked if she would like to join me for a walk. She smiled and said yes, and we began to walk together.

We talked about our lives and our dreams. She told me about her travels and her love for art and music. I shared my thoughts and feelings with her, and we laughed and talked for hours. It was a wonderful evening, and I knew I had found a friend for life.

As we walked, we passed by a small cafe and decided to go in for a cup of coffee. The interior was cozy and warm, and we sat down and ordered some drinks. We continued our conversation, and I felt a sense of contentment and happiness.

After a while, we left the cafe and continued our walk. We passed by a small park and decided to sit and watch some people play frisbee. It was a sunny day, and the park was filled with happy children and families.

As we walked back to my apartment, I felt grateful for the beautiful day and the wonderful company I had. I knew that I had found something special in this new city, and I looked forward to seeing where it would lead me.

As I lay in bed that night, I thought about the young woman I had met. Her name was Sarah, and I knew I would like to see her again. I hoped that our paths would cross again soon, and I felt a deep sense of hope and possibility.

I closed my eyes and drifted off to sleep, feeling content and happy in this new city.
FIVE HEADS BACK TO GARDEN

Cagers to Take Over Arena After Area is Fumigated

After two years in exile, City College basketball is going back to the Garden!

That much was certain yesterday after the announcement of President John Huggins' decision that the Garden and its offices as soon as the huge arena and everything within a two-mile radius can be thoroughly disinfected.

"We are going back with our heads high, our noses clean, and our palms itchy," declared Dr. Gimmie Des-Green, faculty manager of athletics.

"The best double play combination in the world is money and more money," he added. "If we are not going to lose sight of our primary objective in amateur sports—to win, win, win at any cost."

"Despite the fact that we will probably expand our basketball schedule to about 320 games a season, this is not to be construed as a trend toward over-emphasis. We merely hope to rake in a little extra cash for the boys to use as压 money."

"As far as the gambling menace at the Garden is concerned, Dr. Des-Green had this to say: "We don't get to put up the gambling effort to keep bookies out of the joint. In fact, only those who can afford the price of admission will be permitted to enter. With this in mind, we are quadrupling the prices at the box office."

"Another move we are planning in an attempt to minimize the betting element," he continued, "will be to bring gambling out of the open so that the spectators, the press and others can condemn the practice for themselves."

"We are going to construct two huge scoreboard in order to put up the up-to-the-minute point spreads. And every half-hour, Lavender-tinted carrier pigeons will fly over the arena directly from the betting commissioner with the latest odds."

"The sudden shock of grass on the playing field might prove physically harmful effects of video."""

"The Garden Closed As Cleaning-up Process Begins.

Nine Evicts Giants See Ball Problem

With Leo Durcro's frantic cry of "Wait till next year still ringing in their ears, the City College baseball team hurriedly added housekeeping today in their new home in the Polo Grounds."

This unexpected windfall came as a direct result of the unexpected coming of the Mianes, with thus providing the Lavender base-ballers with their first hard-earned dollar and today, after more than a year of waiting, city had been sharing the Stadium with the Royal Canadian Granite Company."

"Despite the last-minute switch occurring practically on the eve of the season's opener, City College's mere allotment of base-balls will remain the same."

"The sudden shock of grass on the playing field might prove physically harmful effects of video.

"The sudden shock of grass on the playing field might prove physically harmful effects of video."""

President Allegarigo Confirms Reversal in Athletic Policy

Following the acquisition of Madison Square Garden, the Polo Grounds, and sundry other athletic arenas on the island of Manhattan, President Fuell G. Allegarigo confirmed reports yesterday that City College has initiated a complete about-face in athletic policy.

"We are going to big-time the varsity and get back into the sports world. And we won't stop until we get the NCAA trophy on the steps of City Hall!" the aroused gathering roared its approval as the President broke down and wept in an open show of emotion.

When the din had subdued, the President regained his equilib-rium and calmly explained his unexpected reversal of policy.

"I was all for the principles of healthy, amateur athletics during the days of "Chief" Buller was narrowly averted late yesterday afternoon."

"But President Fuell G. Allegarigo placed the initiative in the hands of the latest odds," he continued. "We must save ourselves."

"With the sudden shock of grass on the playing field might prove physically harmful effects of video."

"The sudden shock of grass on the playing field might prove physically harmful effects of video."""